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Abstract
Question: Relationships between species richness and environmental drivers
such as productivity and disturbance are sensitive to the scale over which they
are measured, but the extent to which this scale-dependence is important for
experimental studies conducted over small scale ranges is not well known. We
ask whether the response of species richness to experimental manipulation of
productivity and disturbance varies across small spatial scales (0.016–4 m2). We
show that species–area relationships are well suited to summarize cross-scale
responses of species richness, and ask whether the responses of species–area
relationships to experimental manipulations are more consistent than richness
at any single scale.

Location: Northern Californian coastal grasslands.
Methods: We applied disturbance and productivity reduction treatments over
4 yr at two sites. We assessed changes in species richness over five grain sizes,
encompassing a 256-fold range of plot size. This allowed us to construct a species–
area relationship for each experimental plot in each sampling year. We used the
slope of the species–area relationship to summarize changes in species richness
across multiple spatial scales.

Results: Richness responses were scale-dependent and complex, causing
changes at any one scale to be difficult to interpret. Disturbance either increased
or had no effect on richness, while reducing productivity had idiosyncratic
effects among sites, scales and years. Both treatments, however, had consistent
and interpretable effects on the species–area relationship. Reducing productivity
increased the slope of the species–area relationship, while disturbance decreased
it.
Conclusions: Our results suggest that the productivity–richness and disturbance–richness relationships are scale-dependent, and that improved generality
could be achieved by focusing attention on the response of the species–area relationship to these factors.

Introduction
Understanding the causes of variation in species richness is
one of the central enterprises of community ecology. It is
becoming increasingly clear that progress in this area will
depend heavily on understanding how spatial scale influences richness patterns (Wiens 1989; Levin 1992; Mittelbach et al. 2001; Whittaker et al. 2001; Sandel & Smith
2009). Different factors are important in determining
species richness at different spatial scales (Ricklefs 1987;
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Huston 1999; Willis & Whittaker 2002), while particular
factors can have different effects depending on scale (e.g.
Olff & Ritchie 1998). These challenges are well known in
ecology, but relatively few studies have grappled with
them directly by examining patterns across multiple spatial
scales (Hewitt et al. 2007; Ellis & Schneider 2008; Sandel &
Smith 2009). Experimental treatment effects, in particular,
are rarely examined at multiple spatial scales.
This is a significant missed opportunity, as multi-scale
sampling (1) improves detection of subtle treatment
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effects, (2) bridges gaps between studies, possibly explaining discrepancies between them, and (3) improves mechanistic interpretations of treatment effects (Sandel & Smith
2009). However, the extra effort required to perform sampling at multiple scales is only worthwhile if results are
likely to be scale-dependent over the range of scales considered. Here, we ask if scale-dependent changes in species
richness, which are well known over large spatial scales,
are also important to consider over scale ranges commonly
used in manipulative experiments.
If scale-dependent responses of richness to experimental
treatments prove common, this will have profound implications for our interpretation of experimental results. First,
experiments that found no response to a treatment might
have simply been looking at the wrong scale; effects might
have been present if measured at a different scale (Kaiser
2003; Dumbrell et al. 2008). On the other hand, positive
results must also be viewed with caution if extrapolating to
other scales, because effects present at the sampled scale
might not persist at larger or smaller scales (Levine &
D’Antonio 1999; Chesson et al. 2005). Scale-dependence
also provides a potential general explanation for mismatches among experimental results and between experiments and observational studies, so that considering it
explicitly may yield improved generalization regarding the
factors that control species richness (Sandel & Smith
2009).
Species–area relationships
Species–area relationships (SARs) are particularly useful
tools to understand richness responses across multiple spatial scales. Their use does not require the arbitrary distinction of within- (a) and between-plot (b) components of
diversity because scale is instead treated as a continuous
variable. In addition, the theoretical underpinnings of
SARs are well understood, allowing sophisticated interpretations of SAR changes with experimental treatments (e.g.
He & Legendre 2002; Tjørve et al. 2008). Treating the SAR,
rather than a richness measure at a single scale, as the
response variable in ecological experiments has interesting
consequences. First, it admits the possibility that treatment
effects on richness may be more complex than simply ‘it
increases’ or ‘it decreases’. A particular treatment may
increase species richness at one spatial scale but decrease it
at another, if the control and treatment SARs cross. This
produces a treatment effect that is qualitatively scaledependent. More subtly, the magnitude, but not the direction, of a treatment effect may change as a function of
scale, producing quantitative scale dependence. Clearly,
under these circumstances single-scale studies have the
potential to produce conflicting results, and can provide an
oversimplified or misleading assessment of treatment

effects (Sandel & Smith 2009). Thus, examining richness
responses across multiple scales allows a more precise
understanding of treatment effects.
Changes in the SAR within a plot must be caused by
some combination of changing overall richness, the abundance distribution of species or the degree of spatial aggregation of species distributions (He & Legendre 2002; Harte
et al. 2008; Tjørve et al. 2008). To illustrate this, consider
the effect of adding one species to a plot. Clearly, this raises
at least the right-hand portion of the SAR within that plot.
The extent to which this increase is seen throughout the
SAR depends on the abundance of the added species and
on the spatial pattern of its distribution (He & Legendre
2002). Abundant and evenly distributed species will tend
to influence the left-hand portion more strongly than rare
or patchily distributed species. Experimental manipulations can alter both the abundance and aggregation of species within a community, leading to potentially complex
responses of the SAR to experimental treatments. These
components can be useful, for example, in understanding
human impacts on reef fish assemblages (Tittensor et al.
2007).
Productivity and disturbance
Two well-studied factors that are known to have important
and scale-dependent effects on species richness are productivity and disturbance. In both cases, an array of experimental and observational studies from a wide range of
spatial scales has yielded a set of conflicting results. Experiments are useful tools to uncover the relationship of productivity and disturbance with species richness, but few
experimental studies to date have examined the response
of species richness across multiple spatial scales (but see
Allcock & Hik 2003; Crawley et al. 2005; de Bello et al.
2007).
The relationship between species richness and productivity is generally positive at large spatial scales (Reichle
1970; Francis & Currie 2003; Hawkins et al. 2003), but
may be unimodal or negative at smaller spatial scales (e.g.
Grime 1973, 1979; Al-Mufti et al. 1977; Silvertown 1980;
Aerts & Berendse 1988; Tilman 1993; Mittelbach et al.
2001). Small-scale experimental fertilization studies typically find a decrease in richness with increased productivity (Gough et al. 2000). The degree to which this
mismatch is due to differences in sampling scale as opposed
to experimental artifacts is unclear, but these conflicting
results certainly suggest that different processes appear to
be important at different spatial scales (Mittelbach et al.
2001; Chase & Leibold 2002; Chalcraft et al. 2004; Harrison et al. 2006). One explanation for this is the decoupled
responses of a (within-plot) and b (between-plot) components of diversity to productivity (Chase & Leibold 2002).
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Increasing productivity might decrease a-diversity but
increase b-diversity, leading to scale-dependent changes in
richness. Indeed, a meta-analysis of experimental results
revealed that, while increasing productivity leads to a
decrease in a-diversity, it can also lead to an increase in
b-diversity, particularly at low-productivity sites (Chalcraft
et al. 2008).
Community responses to disturbance can also be scaledependent. Species richness at any particular spatial scale
may be maximized under intermediate disturbance intensity and frequency (e.g. Loucks 1970; Connell 1978;
Huston 1979; Sousa 1979), but a major disturbance at one
spatial scale can be a minor disturbance at a larger scale.
This can cause empirical disturbance–richness relationships to vary as a function of spatial scale, resulting in conflicting conclusions that resist generalization, particularly
when scale is not considered explicitly (Hamer & Hill 2000;
Mackey & Currie 2001; Kaiser 2003; Tylianakis et al.
2006). Multi-scale studies of tropical lepidopterans have
shown that their response to disturbance varies with the
spatial scale of sampling, typically increasing with disturbance at small scales and decreasing at larger scales (Hamer
& Hill 2000; Dumbrell et al. 2008). This suggests that the
general pattern of richness responses to increasing disturbance may be a decrease in the slope of the SAR. Disturbance–richness relationships at any particular single scale
may be idiosyncratic and determined in large part by the
relatively arbitrary choice of sampling scale.
In this paper, we ask whether the response of vascular
plant species richness to experimental manipulations of
productivity and disturbance are scale-dependent. We use
SARs to summarize treatment effects, and examine causes
of changes in the SAR over 4 yr and at two coastal grassland sites in California. In so doing, we demonstrate the
above three benefits of multi-scale sampling in ecological
experiments.

Treatments
In October 2005, we established 48 plots at each of the two
sites. These plots were arranged to avoid areas dominated
by Lupinus arboreus Sims and Baccharis pilularis DC. shrubs,
which are abundant at both sites. Plots were 5 m 9 5 m at
Point Reyes and, due to space limitations, 4 m 9 4 m at
Tom’s Point.
Plots were randomly assigned to one of three treatments: reverse fertilization, disturbance and control.
Reverse fertilization was accomplished by adding a carbon
source to the soil twice each year. Soil microbial populations increase in response to this increase in C availability.
As they do, soil N becomes immobilized in microbial biomass, making it temporarily unavailable to plants (Schlesinger 1997). Carbon was added in the spring and autumn
of each year at a rate of 450 g·sucrose·m 2, except the
initial treatment, which was 170 g·sucrose·m 2 and
360 g·sawdust·m 2. Our disturbance treatment was a midseason mowing. Mowing occurred in late March or early
April of 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009, and reduced the
height of vegetation to ca. 10 cm. Following mowing, we
removed all clippings from the plots. Half of the plots also
received a mix of native grass seed each autumn, but
native establishment was extremely rare, and we ignore
that treatment here.
Sampling

Methods
Study sites
This study was conducted in two coastal grasslands in western Marin County, California: Tom’s Point and Point
Reyes. Tom’s Point (38°13′N, 122 57′W) is a private reserve
owned by Audubon Canyon Ranch. The Point Reyes site is
located at Pierce Point Ranch, in the Point Reyes National
Seashore (38°11′N, 122°57′W). Both sites are dominated
by exotic grasses, including Bromus diandrus Roth, Vulpia
myuros L., Holcus lanatus L. and Lolium perenne L. Native species are rare at both sites, and include Bromus carinatus
Hook & Arn., Elymus glaucus Buckley, Eschscholzia californica
Cham. and, to a lesser extent, Hordeum brachyantherum
Nevski and Danthonia californica Bol. Both sites have been
free from livestock grazing for at least 35 yr, though the
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Point Reyes site is visited frequently by native Tule elk
(Cervus elaphus nannodes). The sites typically receive
between 60 and 100 cm of precipitation each growing season, concentrated from October until April. The winter of
2005–2006 was unusually wet, with approximately
120 cm of rain, while rainfall in the remaining years of this
study ranged between 50 and 65 cm per growing season
(PRISM Climate Group, Oregon State University 2010).

At the end of the growing seasons of 2006, 2008 and 2009,
we clipped all standing biomass from subplots within treatment plots. In July 2006, we sampled biomass from two
50 cm 9 50 cm squares in half of the treatment plots at
each site (n = 8), while in 2008 and 2009 we collected biomass samples from two 25 cm 9 25 cm squares from all
experimental plots. These samples were dried and
weighed.
We surveyed the plant assemblage in each plot at the
beginning of the summer (primarily June) of 2006, 2007,
2008 and 2009. The sampling unit was a 2 m 9 2-m plot
arrayed in the middle of each treatment plot. This unit was
gridded into 16 50 cm 9 50 cm cells, each of which contained a 25 cm 9 25-cm subplot, which in turn contained
a 12.5 cm 9 12.5-cm subplot. During each sampling year,
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we identified all vascular plant species rooted in each cell
and subplot. This design allowed us to assess the presence
or absence of all vascular plant species at five spatial scales,
each a factor of four larger than the last. The range of plot
sizes examined in this study is 0.016–4 m2.
Analysis
We summarized the spatial pattern of species richness for
each plot by calculating the slope of the SAR for that plot.
Slopes were calculated by taking the mean species richness
at each scale (within each plot, n = 16, 16, 16, 4 and 1 for
the five grain sizes), and regressing log (mean richness)
against log (area). Additionally, we described the intercept
of the SAR using the average richness of the smallest
subplots. We tested for treatment effects using repeatedmeasures ANOVAs, with treatment and site as fixed
effects, and plot SAR slopes or smallest-scale richness
measured repeatedly across multiple years.
This approach has the advantage of directly describing
the characteristics of the SAR, but ignores within-plot variation and uncertainty in the estimate of the SAR slope and
smallest-scale richness. We also investigated an alternative
testing approach, using a linear mixed effects model to test
for variation in subplot species richness as a function of
treatment, site and spatial scale and their interactions
(fixed effects) and plots nested within years (random
effects). A scale-dependent treatment effect would be evidenced by a treatment 9 scale interaction.
The degree of aggregation of a species‘ spatial distribution can be summarized by calculating the conditional
probability that it occurs in an area A, given that it occurs
in a larger area B that includes A (Harte et al. 2005). We
call this the conditional occurrence probability (COP) for a
species. This approach to measuring spatial aggregations is
related to methods used in macroecology (e.g. the P–area
relationship and fractal dimensions, Šizling & Storch 2004;
Storch et al. 2008); similar approaches have also seen
some use in small-scale descriptions of species distributions
and SARs (e.g. fractal community structure, Bossuyt &
Hermy 2004). Conditional occurrence probabilities will be
high for species with even spatial distributions and low for
species with highly aggregated distributions. However,
these probabilities are also strongly controlled by a species’
abundance, as common species will tend to occupy an area
B more completely than would a rare species (Harte et al.
2005).
We wanted to separate the roles of abundance changes
and changes in spatial aggregation, so we calculated treatment-induced changes in COPs while introducing a novel
method to control for differences in species abundances.
Our method involves comparing the observed COP across
all species within a plot to the expected values, given those

species abundances and tendencies to aggregate. For each
subplot of a particular size within each plot, we first determined the proportion of species that occurred at that scale
that also occur at the next smaller scale. For example, if six
species occurred within a particular 50 cm 9 50 cm subplot and four of those species also occurred within a
25 cm 9 25 cm section of that subplot, the communitywide COP for that subplot would be 0.667.
To take into account variation among species (as particular species vary in abundance and tendency to aggregate),
we calculated the mean COP for a specific pair of spatial
scales for each species for each combination of site and
year. These mean values allowed us to predict, for any particular assemblage of species within a subplot, the expected
community-wide COP, by simply averaging across the
COP values for all species present. If species within a subplot are unusually even (relative to what one would expect
given each species’ abundance and propensity for aggregation), the observed community-wide COP value of a plot
will exceed the expectation. Finally, for each subplot, we
calculated a community evenness index (CEI), a new
index that we defined as the mean difference between
observed and expected community-wide COPs across all
subplots within a plot. A CEI greater than zero indicates
unusual evenness, while a value less than zero indicates
spatial clumping. We calculated separate CEI values for all
plots based on COPs between the 0.25 and 0.063 m2 scales,
and between the 0.063 and 0.016 m2 scales.
We then asked whether a species’ natural abundance at
a site (estimated using its control plot occupancy rate) predicts its response to these treatments. We divided species
into two classes – common and rare – based on their rate of
occupancy in control plots. Species that occurred in at least
20% of the 50 cm 9 50 cm sampling cells in control plots
in a particular site and year were classified as common for
that site and year, while all species present at lower abundances were classified as rare. Though somewhat arbitrary,
our results were not sensitive to this 20% cut-off. For each
species occurring in each site and year, we then calculated
a treatment effect size on its occurrence rate, as the occurrence rate in treatment plots minus the occurrence rate in
control plots. We performed an ANOVA with species rarity, site and year as fixed factors and the treatment effect
size as the response variable. Because the treatment effect
size is calculated separately for disturbance and reverse fertilization treatments, we performed a separate ANOVA for
each of these two treatments.

Results
Both mowing and reverse fertilization reduced end-ofseason above-ground biomass (Table 1). These changes
were associated with large decreases in N availability and
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Table 1. Above-ground biomass (g m 2) in each treatment, site and year.
Values are means (and standard errors).
Site

Treatment

2006

2008

2009

Point reyes

Control
Rev. Fert.
Disturb.
Control
Rev. Fert.
Disturb.

617 (26)
497 (59)
380 (18)
583 (27)
478 (74)
497 (29)

571 (42)
385 (23)
480 (29)
765 (58)
539 (42)
442 (20)

202 (27)
157 (13)
150 (12)
244 (16)
209 (22)
233 (22)

Tom’s point

increased bare ground with reverse fertilization (Sandel
et al. 2011). Reverse fertilization and mowing reduced
above-ground biomass to similar extents in many cases.
While particular species responded strongly to the treatments, such as the native N-fixing Lupinus bicolor Lindl.
(increased with reverse fertilization) and the exotic forb
Rumex acetosella L. (increased with mowing), functional
groups were a poor predictor of species responses. Reverse
fertilization plots, however, were characterized by a predominance of large-seeded and short species, while
mowed plots were characterized by short species with high

(b)

2006
30
20

Change in richness (%)

Change in richness (%)

(a)

specific leaf area. Additional details on ecosystem- and
community-level treatment responses can be found in
Sandel et al. (2011).
Species–area relationships were well fitted by a power
law relationship (average r2 = 0.979), with a mean slope
(z-value) of 0.259. This closely matches other small-scale
SARs (Rosenzweig 1995; Drakare et al. 2006). Despite
generally high r2 values, most SAR slopes decreased
slightly with increasing spatial scale, as is commonly found
for SARs in this scale range (see Figs S1 and S2 in Supporting Information; Rosenzweig 1995; Carey et al. 2006). This
pattern is expected when a community contains a large
number of species with moderate occupancy (Tjørve et al.
2008), and has also been found to be associated with earlysuccessional communities (Carey et al. 2006).
In some cases, the average SAR for treatment plots
crossed that for control plots (Figs 1 and 2). In these cases,
the effect of reverse fertilization and disturbance depended
qualitatively on spatial scale. The slope of the SAR
responded strongly to the treatments (Table 2, Fig. 3a,b).
At both sites, reverse fertilization increased SAR slope
relative to the control. Disturbance tended to reduce slopes

Control
Rev. Fert.
Dist.

10
0
–10
–20

2007
30
20
10
0
–10
–20

0.016 0.063

0.25

1

4

0.016 0.063

Area (m2)
(d)

2008
30

Change in richness (%)

Change in richness (%)

(c)

0.25

1

4

1

4

Area (m2)

20
10
0
–10
–20

2009
30
20
10
0
–10
–20

0.016 0.063

0.25

Area (m2)

1

4

0.016 0.063

0.25

Area (m2)

Fig. 1. Species–area relationships at Point Reyes, standardized to the control mean at each plot size. Standardization was performed by subtracting the
control mean richness from each plot for each scale site and year (means were ln-transformed prior to standardization). Disturbance increased richness
relative to the control, at all scales (2007 and 2008), or only at small scales (2009). Reverse fertilization typically had no or negative effects on richness at
small scales, but positive effects at larger scales. Error bars are the standard error of richness values across 16 plots.
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(b)

2006
30
20

Change in richness (%)

Change in richness (%)

(a)

Control
Rev. Fert.
Dist.

10
0
–10
–20

2007
30
20
10
0
–10
–20

0.016 0.063

0.25

1

4

0.016 0.063

Area (m2)
(d)

2008
30

Change in richness (%)

Change in richness (%)

(c)

0.25

1

4

1

4

Area (m2)

20
10
0
–10
–20

2009
30
20
10
0
–10
–20

0.016 0.063

0.25

1

4

0.016 0.063

Area (m2)

0.25

Area (m2)

Fig. 2. Species–area relationships at Tom’s Point, standardized to the control mean at each plot size (see Fig. 1). Disturbance typically increased richness,
but only at small spatial scales. Reverse fertilization reduced richness at small scales, but had no or slightly positive effects at larger scales. Error bars are
the standard error of richness values across 16 plots.

Table 2. ANOVA table for repeated measures ANOVA, testing the effect
of treatment on species–area relationship slope.

Site (S)
Treatment (T)
S9T
Residuals
Year (Y)
S9Y
Y9T
S9Y9T
Residuals

df

MSE

F

P

1
2
2
90
3
3
6
6
270

0.1417
0.0248
0.0007
00.25
0.0668
0.0056
0.0054
0.0012
0.0007

56.96
9.982
0.295

<0.00001
0.00012
0.74

87.94
7.389
7.084
1.518

<0.00001
0.00008
<0.00001
0.17

relative to the control, especially at Tom’s Point. Hence,
the magnitude of the treatment effect on richness also generally depended on scale. Mowing consistently increased
smallest-scale richness (more elevated SARs), while
reverse fertilization tended to slightly reduce smallest-scale
richness, particularly at Tom’s Point (Table 3, Fig. 3c,d).
The mixed effects linear models considering each individual estimate of richness within each plot, year and scale
confirmed these basic results. The treatments had no sig-

nificant main effects (|t90| < 0.85, P > 0.4), but did show
significant interactions with sampling scales (|t19732| > 2.8,
P < 0.005), reflecting the change in SAR slopes induced by
the treatments. Interactions between site and treatment
were not significant (|t19732| < 0.8, P > 0.4).
Species that were common in control plots tended to be
less frequent in reverse fertilization plots, while uncommon species became more frequent (F1,282 = 24.18,
P < 0.0001; Fig. 4a,b). In contrast, disturbance differentially benefited common species, with no effect on rare
species (F1,280 = 11.01, P = 0.0010; Fig. 4c,d).
Considering the CEI based on occurrence probabilities
at 0.063 m2, conditional upon occurrence at 0.25 m2, disturbance tended to increase evenness of species distributions, leading to more homogenous plots (F2,90 = 7.042,
P = 0.0014), although responses varied among years
(Treatment 9 Year interaction F6,270 = 2.737, P = 0.0134;
Fig. 5c,d). There were also effects in some years of
reverse fertilization, towards more aggregated distributions, particularly at Tom’s Point. Considering the CEI
based on 0.016 m2 occurrence probabilities, conditional
on 0.063 m2 occurrence probabilities, disturbance caused
weak shifts towards increased evenness, while reverse
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Point reyes

(a)

0.35
Control
Rev. Fert.
Dist.

0.30

SAR slope

SAR slope

Tom's point

(b)

0.35

0.25

0.20

0.30

0.25

0.20
2006

2007

2008

2009

2006

2007

Year
Point reyes
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2006

2007

2009

2008

2009

Tom's point

(d)

6.0

Smallest−scale richness

Smallest−scale richness

(c)

2008

Year

2008

2009

Year

6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2006

2007

Year

Fig. 3. Responses of species–area relationship (SAR) slopes (a,b) and smallest-scale richness (c,d) to experimental treatments. At both Tom’s Point and
Point Reyes, reverse fertilization increased the SAR slope in the last 3 yr of the study, while mowing decreased it, most strongly at Tom’s Point. Mowing
typically increased smallest-scale richness, while reverse fertilization slightly reduced it. Error bars represent standard errors of SAR slopes.

Table 3. ANOVA table for repeated measures ANOVA, testing the effect
of treatment on smallest-scale richness.

Site (S)
Treatment (T)
S9T
Residuals
Year (Y)
S9Y
Y9T
S9Y9T
Residuals

df

MSE

F

P

1
2
2
90
3
3
6
6
270

185.5
12.52
1.408
1.110
9.454
6.193
1.292
0.787
0.2805

167.2
11.28
1.269

<0.00001
0.00004
0.29

33.70
22.07
4.605
2.805

<0.00001
<0.00001
0.00018
0.0115

fertilization increased aggregation (F2,90 = 3.636, P =
0.0303; Fig. 5b,c).

Discussion
Scale dependence and experiments
Scale dependence poses well-known challenges in experimental ecology. The most widely recognized of these is
that results obtained from small-scale manipulations might
not scale up to explain larger-scale patterns. Perhaps
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equally important, though less widely discussed, is the
problem that experimental studies that measure responses
at just one spatial scale may capture only a very incomplete
picture, and may obtain seemingly idiosyncratic results
when in fact a general patterns does exist. We have demonstrated the value of multi-scale sampling to interpreting
experimental results, even over relatively small spatial
scales. Had we sampled at only one spatial scale, we would
have (1) possibly detected no treatment effects at all (e.g.
in 1 m2 plots), (2) failed to detect consistent changes to the
SAR induced by the treatments, and (3) not revealed the
role of shifts in relative abundance and spatial aggregation
in driving treatment effects.
Our results also have implications for the challenge of
extrapolating experimental findings to larger spatial scales.
Even over the fairly small range of spatial scales considered
here, treatment effects on richness were not linear. Thus,
there is little reason to hope that extrapolating treatment
effects to larger, unmeasured scales would give reasonable
estimates. However, it was often the case that treatment
effects on richness were largest at small spatial scales. This
might suggest that, at least within the 4-yr time scale of
this experiment, changes in richness at larger spatial scales
might generally be small (but see Crawley et al. 2005 for
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(b)

Point reyes – rev. fert.
+10

Change in occurence (%)

Change in occurence (%)

(a)

Common
Rare

+5
0
–5
–10
2006

2007

2008

Tom's point – rev. fert.
+10
+5
0
–5
–10

2009

2006

2007

Year
Point reyes – disturbance
+10

(d)

Change in occurence (%)

Change in occurence (%)

(c)

+5
0
–5
–10
2006

2007

2008

2009

Year

2008

2009

Tom's point – disturbance
+10
+5
0
–5
–10
2006

2007

Year

2008

2009

Year

Fig. 4. Differential responses of rare and common species to reverse fertilization (a,b) and disturbance (c,d). Rare species increased in response to reverse
fertilization, while common species showed marked decreases, except at Point Reyes in 2008. In contrast, disturbance had no effect on rare species, but
made common species even more common. Error bars show standard errors.

richness changes over larger spatial and temporal scales).
Supporting this notion, differences in overall richness
(total number of species found within all plots of a particular treatment, site and year) among treatments within each
site and year were typically < 10%.
Interpretation of treatment effects
Disturbance and reverse fertilization reduced aboveground biomass at both sites, and caused shifts in species
relative abundances and spatial aggregation. As a result,
these treatments had consequences for the slope of the
SAR. This means that both treatment effects were quantitatively scale-dependent. In some cases, reverse fertilization caused reductions of richness at small scales and
increases in richness at larger scales, demonstrating that
the response of richness to productivity can also be qualitatively scale-dependent. Richness responses at one scale
were typically more variable than SAR slope across years
and sites. This suggests that changes in the SAR with productivity and disturbance may be more consistent and general than changes in richness at any single scale of
measurement.

Changes to the SAR slope took longer to develop than
changes in above-ground biomass in response the treatments. Treatment effects on biomass were already evident in 2006, but effects on the SAR in that year were
weak or inconsistent with patterns observed later in the
experiment. Moreover, both overall biomass and treatment effects on biomass were unusually small in 2009,
but strong responses of the SAR were detected in this
year. Thus, responses of the community SAR appear to
show somewhat more inertia than the relatively rapid
response of productivity. This makes sense, because
changes in the SAR are driven primarily by populationlevel responses, while biomass changes can be attributed
to changes in growth of individuals. Population-level
responses typically take longer to detect than individual
responses (Lauenroth & Sala 1992; Shaver et al. 2000;
Sandel et al. 2010).
Productivity
Differences in observational scale may explain variable
responses of richness to productivity among studies (Mittelbach et al. 2001). Increasing productivity may decrease
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Fig. 5. Changes in community evenness index (CEI), considering the 0.016 m2 occurrence probabilities, conditional upon occurrence at 0.063 m2 (a,b), or
the 0.063 m2 scale, contingent upon occurrence at 0.25 m2 (c,d). Controlling for intra-specific variation in abundance and tendency to aggregate (see text),
species distributions, on average, became more even in disturbance plots. Reverse fertilization at Tom’s Point, tended to produce more aggregated spatial
distributions. Error bars show standard errors.

richness at small spatial scales (due possibly to competitive
exclusion) but increase it at larger scales (due to increases
in b-diversity, Chase & Leibold 2002; Chalcraft et al. 2004;
Harrison et al. 2006). Similarly, a meta-analysis of experimental fertilization studies found that, while a-diversity
was consistently reduced by N fertilization, b-diversity
often increased (Chalcraft et al. 2008). This can cause the
SARs for control and treatment plots to cross (Dumbrell
et al. 2008). Interestingly, we observed the opposite pattern in this study: reduced productivity often reduced species richness in small plots, but increased dissimilarity
among small plots produced increases in richness at larger
scales. This produces higher SAR slopes, which had previously been observed for increasing productivity. A possible
explanation for this inconsistency lies in the work of Chalcraft et al. (2008), who noted that increased b-diversity
with increased productivity was not universal, but instead
depended on the productivity of the site. At sites with >
400 g·ANPP·m 2·yr 1, fertilization tended to decrease
b-diversity. The Tom’s Point and Point Reyes sites typically
produce about 600 g·ANPP·m 2·yr 1, so it is perhaps not
surprising that we saw an increase in b-diversity following
a decrease in productivity.
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A complete understanding of the productivity–diversity
relationship may rely on separate understanding of a- and
b-diversity patterns. The SAR is a particularly convenient
way to think about these patterns, because it does not
require an arbitrary division of within- and between-plots,
instead treating spatial scale as continuous. Hence, we suggest that the response of the SAR to productivity should
become the focus of increased research attention. However, the work of Chalcraft et al. (2008), and the mismatch
between our results and some previous work suggest that
focusing on the SAR alone might not be sufficient to detect
general patterns. Rather, it is likely that a truly general
explanation will describe how environmental context
determines the response of the SAR slope to productivity
changes.
The response of the SAR to reverse fertilization in this
study has a clear interpretation, consistent with theoretical expectations. Reducing productivity reduced the
occurrence rate of common species (see also Sandel &
Corbin 2010), allowing uncommon species to colonize
these plots. In some cases, this produced an increase in
species richness at the largest scale (2 m 9 2 m), as has
been seen along other fertility or productivity gradients
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(e.g. Grime 1973, 1979; Silvertown 1980; Tilman 1993).
In other cases, the increased abundance of rare species
and decreased occurrence rate of common species
resulted in no or small overall changes in species richness
at large scales. Two factors led to steeper SAR slopes with
reverse fertilization. First, species distributions became
more aggregated (Fig. 5); second, the reduced abundance
of common species (and a corresponding increase in bare
ground, Sandel et al. 2011) reduced species richness at
the smallest spatial scales. This reduction in abundance of
common species may reflect the fact that soils at these
sites have anthropogenically elevated N availability, causing species that are adapted to high N to be initially
abundant.
Disturbance
The reduction of the SAR slope with increased disturbance is consistent with previous observational results at
larger scales for lepidopterans (Hamer & Hill 2000; Hill
& Hamer 2004; Dumbrell et al. 2008), but opposite to
patterns observed for birds (Hill & Hamer 2004). One
proposed explanation for this reduced SAR slope is that,
while disturbance creates opportunities for species that
would otherwise be excluded from the community,
increasing small-scale richness, it also homogenizes habitats, reducing large-scale richness (Dumbrell et al. 2008).
This is consistent with the mechanisms detected in this
study. Richness at the smallest scale did increase with
disturbance, as theory (Connell 1978; Huston 1979)
would predict; however, the increased spatial evenness
of species distributions led to less between-subplot
b-diversity, reducing the SAR slope. Interestingly, the
increased abundance of already common species
observed in disturbed plots also mirrored changes in species abundance of lepidopterans in logged forests (Hamer
& Hill 2000).
The observed increase in the evenness of species distributions probably reflects the removal of small-scale heterogeneity by the disturbance treatment. Small-scale
structure in canopy openness and vegetation height likely
contribute to patchy species distributions in control plots;
removal of this structure led to even distributions and shallower SARs. Already-common species benefitted from the
disturbance treatment which, like their negative response
to the reverse fertilization treatment, is probably because
many of the common species at the site are weedy exotic
species that are able to rapidly capitalize on increases in
resource availability caused by disturbance.
Because clippings were removed from plots after
mowing, this treatment also caused an export of nutrients from plots over time. This reduction in fertility due
to the disturbance treatment was likely to be small rela-

tive to that due to the reverse fertilization treatment
(Sandel et al. 2011).
Variation among sites and years
The two sites differed substantially in overall species richness, with Tom’s Point typically showing about 70%
higher richness (in 1 m 9 1 m plots) than Point Reyes.
This likely relates to different land-use histories. Tom’s
Point may have been used for some crops, but the Point
Reyes site was certainly managed more intensively. As a
result, there are a number of native species found at Tom’s
Point but not Point Reyes. Overall differences in richness
between the sites may have influenced measured treatment effects. Proportional changes in species richness were
similar between the two sites (Figs 1 and 2), indicating that
the absolute changes in species richness were larger at
Tom’s Point than at Point Reyes, as predicted (Huston
1999).
There was a slightly negative relationship between species richness (at 1 m 9 1 m) and productivity within a
particular site and year (Fig. S3), consistent with expectations (Huston 1979, 1999). However, this overall relationship did not predict the change in species richness induced
by a particular treatment very well, perhaps indicating that
treatments altered species richness through additional
mechanisms besides altering productivity. Overall productivity was unusually low in 2009. That year, the responses
of the SAR to reverse fertilization were also rather weak
(Figs 1 and 2). In the winter of 2008–2009, heavy precipitation began unusually late in the year, with the first major
events occurring in February (as opposed to December or
January in previous years, PRISM Climate Group, Oregon
State University 2010). This may explain both the reduced
overall biomass and the reduced magnitude of reverse fertilization treatment effects in 2009. It is also possible that
productivity in the control plots had fallen so much in
2009 that further reduction would be expected to reduce
species richness rather than increase it (e.g. Al-Mufti et al.
1977). Interestingly, while the low biomass production of
2009 was associated with weak reverse fertilization treatment effects, disturbance had the strongest positive effects
on richness and greatest scale dependence in that year.
This supports the idea that productivity was not limited by
N availability in 2009, but possibly by water availability.
Thus, reverse fertilization had small effects, while mowing
impacts the community regardless of what is ultimately
limiting plant growth.
Scale dependence and the SAR
These results illustrate the complexity of responses of
species richness to experimental manipulation. The
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fundamental difficulty arises from the fact that changes at
a particular spatial scale cannot be unequivocally attributed to any particular factor. They could be due to changes
in richness at a larger scale, changes in species‘ spatial
aggregation or changes in the species abundance distribution. With multi-scale sampling, however, these factors
can be separated, yielding a clearer understanding of richness changes (Tittensor et al. 2007). Hence, we suggest
that asking how species richness responds to certain factors
is unlikely to be as informative as asking how the SAR
responds (Pastor et al. 1996; Weiher 1999).
Much research (Waide et al. 1999; Mackey & Currie
2001; Mittelbach et al. 2001) has disagreed on the form
of the productivity–diversity and disturbance–diversity
relationships. One likely source of disagreement is that
studies are performed at different spatial scales (Chase &
Leibold 2002; Harrison et al. 2006; Dumbrell et al. 2008).
We confirmed that the response of species richness
to variation in productivity and disturbance is scaledependent, even at the relatively small scales examined
here. This supports the idea that a complete understanding of these relationships will require continued work
that examines effects at multiple scales. Cross-scale studies, in general, facilitate comparisons by increasing the
likelihood that two studies will measure a property at a
comparable spatial scale, while also revealing when
mismatches in scale are a likely culprit for disagreements
of ecological results. In contrast, if one suspects a particular pattern may be scale-independent, cross-scale studies
such as this can confirm that conjecture, perhaps revealing a very general pattern.
Finally, because SARs provide a fundamentally more
nuanced and complete description of species richness than
do measurements at a single spatial scale, explanations of
treatment effects on SARs may also be more comprehensive. This study revealed some of the mechanistic basis for
changes in species richness across scales. Co-ordinated
changes in species abundance distributions and spatial patterns can cause treatment effects to be scale-dependent in
ecological experiments.
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